
SN Activity Rationale

1 "Introduction to Future Technologies" - 

Quantum Computing, Big Data and 

Cyberspace Warfare

To understand the basic changes in Technology and its implications in the 

future

2 "Introduction to Overseas Educational 

Opportunities"

To understand on the opportunities of overseas education and appreciating 

the different standard in the countries

3 Discussion and Documentary Video on 

Covid-19

To appreciate the nature, transmission, management and control of a 

pandemic 

4 Hari Raya Celebrations To appreciate the cultural uniqueness and diversity in Singapore                                                          

To celebrate living a life especially in the pandemic

5 "How to write an resume to create the 

positive first impression"

To be able to exercise some crucuial tools in writing an impressive resume

6 "Appreciation of Personal Grooming with a 

focus on Physical Well-Being"

To appreciate the importance of investing in Personal Grooming and its effect 

in professional and social life

7 "Leading to New Career Opportunities" To gain knowledge on new Post-Pandemic economy and available future 

career opportunities.

8 "Overseas Study Talk" To have an understanding on the opportunities awaiting for students who are 

planning to study in USA, Canada and/or Australia.

9 Introduction to HDHM and Talk on Job 

Opportunities

To promote the benefits of new course and available opportunities in the 

Hospitality industry

10 National Day Celebration To educate on the culture, social and uniqueness of Singapore

To gain knowledge on Singapore's history

Video: (https://youtu.be/xi6r3hZe5Tg)

11 "How to prepare for Job Interview" To educate on the art of preparation and succeeding an interview

DAT-4.5.1.4 Schedule and Tracking of Holistic Activities
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The American Center for Education upholds its core values: INTEGRITY, ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE, INCLUSIVENESS, CONTINUOUS 

IMPROVEMENT.

Standing by the above core values, the American Center for Education endeavors to deliver a holistic approach to education by 

developing activities that form part of the students’ advancement as individuals seeking to make a difference in the world while 

achieving their dreams. Through these well thought out activities, their personalities will be developed allowing them to stand out not 

merely as students but as successful individuals confident to take on the international platform.

ACE advocates for inclusiveness in its fold. Thus, encouraging students to take full advantage of the resources and avenues available for 

them for their growth and development in various aspects of student life. ACE tries to incorporate valuable and meaningful activities 

that engage students, cater to their interests and inclinations as student leaders, and allow them to appreciate their experience living in 

a first world country such as Singapore.
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12 "How to manage Stress" To be able to self-management stress with simple remedies

13 Deepavali / Diwali Celebrations To appreciate the cultural uniqueness and diversity in Singapore

14 Virtual Visit to Singapore Zoo In absence of physical visitation to places of interest, a virtual visit will 

introduce the flora and fauna of Singapore

15 Christmas / New Year Celebrations To appreciate the cultural uniqueness and diversity in Singapore                                                          

To celebrate living a life especially in the pandemic
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